
CULTURE AREA: PARALLEL WITH TYPOLOGICAL HOMOGENEITY AND HETEROGENEITY
IN RESPECT TO NORTH AMERICAN LANGUAGE FAMILIES1

C. F. Voegelin

For North America, as for subsaharan Africa, it might be said that the
culture area scheme is an enabling device to obtain cultural comparability--
variations and sharp contrasts no less than similarities--at an intermediate
level of generalization between the structure of a particular culture and cul-
ture universals or near universals. As such an enabling device, the essential
function can be well performed--perhaps equally well performed--irrespective
of whether successive authors agree in their delimitations of culture areas
for the same continent. In fact, we know that there are differences or revi-
sions among successive authors in this respect. Herskovits (1948) is followed
by Murdock (1959), but the latter may be said to set up micro culture areas
rther than to seriously differ with the macro culture areas of the former for
subsaharan Africa. Wissler and Kroeber, though publishing their definitive
conclusions successively, formulated their culture area concepts at about the
same time, with the consequence that one is not really a revision of the other;
but Driver's culture areas for North America (1961) bears the relationship of
revision in respect to Kroeber's (1939).

In linguistics, there exist a variety of parallel enabling devices whose
comprehensivre scope is of roughly the same magnitude as that of culture area
delimitation; these linguistic devices or constructs are now discussed under
the cover terms of typology (immediately), and of historical linguistics (be-
low, in respect to North American culture areas).

Sapir's whole language typology, seeking a highly compact formulation
for the entire grammar of any given language (1921), stimulated Greenberg to
quantify and revise (1954), but did not have a generally stimulating effect,
perhaps because it was felt to differ from the simpler nineteenth century
inflectiornl-agglutinative-isolating kind of typology chiefly in avoiding the
ethnocentricism associated with the efforts of nineteenth century linguists.
Since Sapir was an anthropologist as well as a linguist, it was expected that
his typology would avoid be'ing ethnocentric; but this avoidance was not enough
to stimulate others to continue its development while he livedo

Much else in Sapir made its effective impact when reformulated later--
e.g. his expression of Weltanschauung through the language we speak (also a
continuation nineteenth century scholarship), which is now often identified as
the Whorf hypothesis. However, there is the following difficulty in reformu-
lating whole language typology: some phonological subsystems may be typologi-
cally non-different between two languages (e.g. the vowels), while the same
two languages differ in their consonant types; and at the morphological level,
two languages may share much the same inflectional system but differ in the
density range of affixes. (And in general, one level of structure, as phonem-
ics, does not implicate another level, as morphemic structure; hence, the quasi-
independence of structural levels.) The modern impact of Sapir's typology is
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felt less in respect to whole language typology than in its indirect influence
on subsystems or density range typology. At least more work is now being done
in the latter (Voegelin, 1951, and thereafter; Hockett, 1955; and others) than
in whole language typology.

There are two uses of typology that look particularly promising. One has
to do with historical linguistics (see below); the other with universals--with
the present-day confluence of interest stemming from cultural anthropology no
less than from'anthropological linguistics in the empirically oriented general
problem of universals, near universals and non-universals. The bearing of this
general problem in reference to culture areas can be stated, on the side of lan.
guage, by paraphrasing the opening sentence of this paper: typology is an en-
abling device to obtain linguistic comparability--variations and sharp contrasts
no less than similarities--at an intermediate level of generalization between
the structure of a particular language and language universals. As these paral-
lel sentences suggest, the uses of (1) culture area in anthropology, and (2) the
uses of typology in linguistics have something significant in common. Both the
culture area formulations and the formulations in linguistic typology have as
their point of departure a scope wider than a single society, than a single lan-
guage. Neither characteristically restricts its scope to two societies, to two
languages (though a procedure known as contrastive grammar--comparing the struc-
tures of two languages--is now a standard one in preparing teaching materials
for language learning). More than paired comparisons are involved, then, but
how much more? This question has been satisfactorily answered neither in cul-
ture area nor in typological work. No culture area or linguistic subsystem is
self-sufficient, and most disagreements are over boundary problems in culture
area work, and over what is to be included and what is to be omitted in typolo-
gizing languages. Still, any reasonable delimitation might be taken as adequate,
once it were agreed that interpretive non-unique alternatives are possible. Two
examles. of such alternatives come to mind. It is certainly possible to be in-
fluenced by natural areas in delimiting culture areas, as Kroeber was; but it is
also possible to set up culture areas irrespective of the natural areas within
them. Language typology, on the other hand, is generally felt to liberate the
linguist from the restrictions of reconstructive techniques, from comparing with-
in one language family; but it is equally possible to typologize languages which
all belong to one language family, as we have done for Uto-Aztecan (1962).

Culture areas, and typological work in linguistics facilitate comparisons;
and more importantly, constitute an intermediary step toward finding empirical
language universals as well as universals in culture (rather than topical lists).

Both culture area and typological formulations are synchronic, without
being ahistorical in principle or in bias. Indeed, the main contributors to
culture area work in Africa and in North America come from the historical tradi-
tion in anthropology; but the use of their contributions is not restricted to
the historical school. They permit a summary of what is peculiar to one area
and what is recurrent in a continental area, as subsaharan Africa, though what
is recurrent is not found in every particular culture in Africa; more specific-
ally, for example, they permit LeVine (1961) to list about a dozen distinctively
African characteristics in culture which have relevance to personality variables
"for purposes of comparison with other areas of the world."
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Until the languages of the world are further typologized it is not pos-
sible to say whether or not greater typological similarity obtains within one
culture area than cross-culturally. Until more typological work is done the
frame of reference for linguistic diversity and distribution within North Amer-
ican culture areas remains the language family (i.e. the comparative linguis-
tics frame) or the frame of phylum linguistics (which permits the reconstruc-
tion of some phonemes but not the whole phonology., much less the whole grammar
of the macro-parent). Here a determinable chasm can be set up between the com-
parative linguistics frame (more or less fully reconstructive) on the one side,
and phylum linguistics with its reconstruction of only occasional phonemes, on
the other side. (Glottochronology ignores this chasm; areal linguistics is
like phylum linguistics, but is synchronic rather than diachronic; dialect ge-
ography is synchronic, but generally restricts itself to one language in one
language family.) Our survey of linguistic diversity in culture areas in
North America (north of Mexico generally) is given below in the frame of com-
parative linguistics--that is to say, by language families, keeping a score of
the number of separate languages still spoken--but with comments on typological
homogeneity and heterogeneity appended to each of the following areal sections:
Arctic Cost, Northwest Coast, Subarctic, Third Tier Culture Areas (Eastern,
Prairies, Plains), and Western Culture Areas (Plateau, California, Basin Desert,
S. W. Desert, S. W. Oasis).

Arctic Coast Culture Area

Wissler was so impressed by the cultural similarities extending from the
Aleutian Islands off the Alaska Peninsula to East Greenland--not exceeded by
parallel similarities in any other culture area of native America--that he did
not confine his -Eskimo Culture Area to the fifteen thousand miles of coast line
occupied by speakers of the Trans-arct'ic Eskimo language, but included also the
areas in which Kuskokwim Eskimo and the two Aleut languages are spoken.

The fact that Trans-arctic Eskimo is a separate language whose dialects
are mutually intelligible is dramatically reported by Rasmussen, who travelled
across arctic America from Greenland to Alaska expecting but failing to find
numerous different Eskimo languages. "Yet the remarkable thing I found was
that my Greenlandic dialect served to get me into complete understanding with
all the tribes." Our authority cites characteristic experiences on his journey.
When he arrived at the Lyon Inlet Eskimo, west of Baffinland, he says, "I was
delighted to find that the difference in language was so slight that we had
not the least difficulty in understanding one another. Indeed, they took us
at first for tribesmen of kindred race from somewhere up in Baffin Island."
Rasmussen found that the majority of place names on the Melville Peninsula
coast "were identical with some of the familiar place names from that part of
Greenland where I was born." The Eskimo of Ape Krusenstern, across Coronation
Gulf, found Rasmussen's Greenlandic dialect completely intelligible. The
Mckenzie Eskimo "spoke a language which was almost exactly like that of the
Eskimos in Greenland." At Point Barrow Rasmussen says, "My Greenland accent
and idiom occasioned no difficulty among the natives here; a fact which prom-
ised well for future work." No one is very definite about the precise nature
of the dialectic differences between the numerous local groups which are treated
as units in the ethnographic literature. Thalbitzer emphasizes the difference
between the dialect of an East Greenlander and West Greenlander, and between
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these and the Baffinland Eskimo, and indeed says that one must learn some "pecu-
liarities of the dialect" of the other, but does not define the nature of the
peculiari'ties. There are Greenland dialects, Central dialects (Cumberland
Sound, Iglulik, Netsilik, Coronation Gulf, Barren Grounds group), and labrador
dialects; Birket-Smith vouches for Rasmussen's ability to use Greenlandic among
the Central dialects, and adds, "neither had the rest of us any difficulty in
our daily intercourse with the anadian Eskimos." As to diversity, "The differ-
ence between the individual groups may, perhaps, be compared with the difference
between stanrdard English'and Scotch,'and between standard Danish and Jutlandic.
. . . Neither Jacob Olsen, a native of West Greenland, nor our Polar Eskimos had
spent many days among the Cnadian Eskimos, before they were able to talk freely
with them upon all everyday subjects."

This separate Trans-arctic Eskimo language is spoken from Greenland and
Labrador in the east to the Yukon in Alaska, and even across Bering Strait to
the Chukchi Peninsula of Asia, exctly at the Arctic Circle. It is still spoken
from east to west, but since recent years in four different national areas.
Hence the modern Trans-arctic Eskimos who are bilingual have for their second
language Danish in Greenland; English in the vast areas of Canada and Alaska be-
tween' Labrador and the Yukon; and Russian across Bering Strait where the Yuit
dialect of Trans-arctic Eskimo is the mother tongue. In modern times, then,
four different languages--three European and one Eskimo--are spoken in the same
acculturated arctic area.

The earliest Eskimo cultural resemblances are to the Magdalenian archae-
ological horizon in Western 'Europe. Some more recent resemblances are to Paleo-
Asiatic cultures to the south of the Yuit Eskimo, especially Koryak and Kamchadl;
and'to Ural-Altaic cultures to the west, from the Samoyed to the Lapps of Norway.
.Very recently some Lapp reindeer herders drove a herd of reindeer across Arctic
Asia to Alaska where modern Eskimo are now tending Old World reindeer herds in a
tundra region of Alaska.

In the ethnographic present, one group of Trans-arctic Eskimo speakers had
as their nzain subsistence animal the New World reindeer known as the caribou., in
the Barren Grounds, northwest of Hudson Bay--a tundra rather than arctic coast
regionr. The other Trans-arctic Eskimo flanking the Barren Ground Eskimo contin-
ued living in arctic coast regions, with sea mammals as their main subsistence
animals, and with snow houses to the east of Point Barrow, but not -in Alaska
from Point Barrow west.

In the ethnographic present, accordingly, our single Trans-arctic Eskimo
language was spoken in three different subculture areas--an instance of same
language in somewhat different culture areas. When Algonquian speakers from the
'Eastern Sub-arctic or Athapaskan speakers from the Western Sub-arctic would
visit'the Arctic Area, they could communicate with the Eskimo only if they
learned to speak this Trans-arctic Eskimo language--an instance of different
language in different culture area. It is said that the Eskimo never tried to
learn Sub-arctic languages.

Besides the widespread Trans-arctic Eskimo, three other separate languages
are spoken in the Arctic Coast Culture Area. One of these is called Kuskokwim
Eskimo. As cited from Rasmussen's report, Trans-arctic Eskimo speakers, as they
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went from east to west across arctic America, could communicate without an
interpreter. The first real break in languages is found in Alaska where
Rasmussen says, "The Eskimo from the south and west of the Yukon spoke a di-
alect differing so considerably from the others that I found it, contrary to
all previous experience, impossible . . . without the aid of an interpreter."
This separate Kuskokwim Eskimo language was spoken from the Yukon-Kuskokwlm
Delta to the Alaska Peninsula and beyond to the Copper River--by salmon-eaters
who belong to another subculture area, as do the two separate Aleut languages
spoken further west on the Alaska Peninsula and on the Aleutian Islands.

Only one language family is represented in the nacro Arctic Coast cul-
ture area; and a single language spans all the vast area (except the Aleutians
and adjacent Alaska)--a language deserving the suggestive rame Trans-arctic
Eskimo (rather than Greenlandic, with dialects extending to Siberia). Data
for stating the typological homogeneity or heterogeneity of the numerous dia-
lects of Trans-arctic Eskimo could be tape-recorded in one survey field trip
today.

Northwest Coast Culture Area

In native North America there are two mrajor culture areas which are,
for the most part, coastal in their occupancy--the Arctic and the Northwest
coast. The latter is contiguous with the former, extending from the Copper
River in Alaska to the Klamath River or even to the Eel River in California.
Negatively speaking, neither has been strongly affected by cultural influen-
ces from Middle or Nuclear America. Positively speaking, both have been
strongly affected by foreign cultural influences. Both the Arctic coast and
Northwest coast culture areas felt influences from Asia, while the Northwest
coast, in addition, felt influences from Oceania in general and from Indonesia
in particular (Kroeber, 1939). Such foreign influences predated the trading
ships in the last decades of the eighteenth century which carried crews of
Hawaiians, Filipinos, and Chlinese, as well as iron tools which permitted the
carving of totem poles standing taller than houses.

Ecologically the area was continuously forested except for the Willam-
ette Valley. Kroeber suggests an evolutionary development of Northwest coast
culture from a subsistence based on river or river mouth economy, to a beach
economy, to a seagoing economy--several men setting sail in a built-up dugout
to harpoon whales and other sea nammals--a final stage of development not
reached in every part of the Northwest coast.

The hinterland or inland cultures of the Northwest coast counted on
salmon for their basic subsistence, but were otherwise influenced culturally
from the east as well as from the coast. The Willamette Valley, for example,
differs ecologically from the rest of the Northwest coast somewhat as the
Barren Grounds differs from the rest of the Arctic coast. But whereas the
Caribou Eskimo of the Barren Grounds speak the same language that their flank-
ing neighbors speak (Trans-arctic Eskimo), the Indians of the Willamette
Valley speak two separate but closely related Kalapuya languages--an instance
of different languages in same culture area. (The Willamette Valley itself
his given as a subarea of the North Pacific Coast by Kroeber, but as a part of
the Plateau Area by Driver.)
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And so also for the entire stretch of the Northwest coast, there is gen-
erally more than one separate language spoken in each subculture area. Fur-
thermore, these different separate languages are not closely related to each
other unless so specified in the following paragraphs which give Kroeber's
"areal types" for subculture areas of the Northwest coast.

Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, and one of the Kwkiutl languages--a
total of five separate languages--are spoken in the Northern Maritime subcul-
ture of the Northwest coast. Of these, the recently discovered Eyak on the
Copper River Delta is contiguous both to Eskimo and to Tlingit. The cultural
florescence of the Northwest coast culture occurred in this Northern Maritine
subculture in the nineteenth century.

Central Maritime is the next subculture area, going south along the
coast past Vancouver Island to CApe Flattery, and also including Vancouver
Island. Bella Coola, a Salish language, is north of Heiltsuk and two other
Kwakiutl languages. It is also north of Makah and two other Nootka languages.
It is also north of Quileute, the only remaining member of the Chemakuan fam-
ily of languages. Bella Coola is the northermost language in the Central
Maritime subculture area; another Salish language is the southermnost language
in this area--the coastal Quirault-Lower Chehalis, two tribes which spoke mu-
tually intelligible dialects of a single language also spoken by the Cowlitz
and another Chehalis tribe. The hinterland tribes to the east of this south-
ernmost base of the Central Maritime area spoke various interior Slish lan-
guages. Not counting the latter, there are nine Central Maritime languages
still spoken; and a somewhat greater number of languages were spoken before
most of those in the Cheakuan family became extinct--in round numbers, twice
as many separate languages as were found in the Northern Maritime subculture
area.

A few'Salish tribes, possibly speaking a single language, belong in the
Gulf of Georgia subculture area.

Another single Salish language known under various tribal rames, Lummi-
Songish-Clallam, is spoken in the Puget Sound subculture area.

A few non-Salish languages--Lower Chinook, Alsea and Lower Umpqua-
Siuslaw--were spoken in the Lower Columbia subculture area in which area two
Salish languages were also spoken, Tillamook and Chehalis. The latter is a
dialect of the Chehalis-Cowlitz-Lower Chehalis-Quinault language, already en-
countered in the Central Maritime subculture area, where two dialects are
spoken, Quinault and Lower Chehalis. This is an instance of same language in
two different subculture areas.

Two Kalapuya languages are spoken in the Willamette Valley subculture
area.

As many separate languages are spoken in the southermnost subculture
area, Lower Klamath, as are spoken in any other subculture area of the North-
west coast: Coos, a language family name with no more than two dialects of
one lang'uage still spoken (Hanis and Miluk); Yurok, Wiyot, Karok, and five
Athapascan languages (Hupa, Kato-Wailaki, Chasta Costa, Matole, and Tolowa).
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For the Northwest coast culture area as a whole, there are a half dozen
u2anguages, more or less, spoken in each of the Maritime subculture areas in
the north, and in the Lower Klamath area in the south; but fewer separate lan-
9uages are spoken in the -subculture areas between these extremes in north and
south. Almost thirty separate Northwest coast languages are still spoken.
Some Athapascan languages, as Tsetsaut, and a few other languages have become
extinct. Of all these languages, Lower Chinook alone has served as the basis
£or a lingua franca, widely known in its pidginized form as "Chinook jargon"
and, in fact, used beyond the confines of the Northwest Coast Culture Area.

A summary statement very similar to the enumeration of separate langua-
ges, above, nay be made for the Northwest Coast culture area as a whole in
-respect to the distribution of different language families in different sub-
culture or micro areas within the macro area. Three or more different lan-
guge families are found in each of the Maritime subculture areas in the
north--if Eyak, Tlingit and Halida can be reconstructed by the comparative
method; if not, these three may still be related by methods used in phylum
-linguistics. More than three different language families are found in the
Lower Klamath, the southernmost micro area. But between these extremes of
north and south, fewer language families are represented--generally one in
Veach of the micro areas (but more than one in the Lower Columbia subculture
area).

In contrast to the separate language enumeration and the language fam-
ily enumeration just given, a typological summary would show much greater
homogeneity in the Northwest coast culture area as a whole--when the typology
is restricted to phonology. It was the relatively uniform phonologies in
this' mcro area that led Boas to consider borrowing as of the same magnitude
of interpretive importance as lineal descent, and that led Voegelin (1951,
with reference to Boas) to typology as a method for obtaining cross-genetic
comparisons. Future work in typologizing subsystems in morpho-syntax may
well show a closer correlation with language families in this particular
macro area than has been shown by work already done in typologizing conson-
ants (a mere fraction of the whole phonology in any particular language).

Subarctic Culture Areas

Contiguous with the Arctic Coast Culture Area--from Newfoundland and
the Gulf of St. Lawrence across subarctic America into the tundra region of
Alaska-lie two or three subarctic culture areas. Driver gives three such
areas. First, the area influenced by its flanking coastal culture areas,
the Yukon Sub-Arctic, west of the continental divide. Second, the Mackenzie
Sub-Arctic between the continental divide and the westernmost projection of
Hudson Bay, a culture area which as not strongly influenced by any other
area except superficially at its southern or Plains boundary, and at its
western mountain hinterland boundary. Third, the Eastern Sub-Arctic, extend-
ing south of Hudson Bay (southwest as well as southeast), and south of the
Labrador Eskimo up to and including Newfoundland. Since it is true, however,
that cultural criteria alone are not sufficient for establishing a western
boundary, Driver utilizes the line where separate languages from two differ-
ent language families meet for dividing his Eastern Sub-Arctic (mostly Algon-
quian) from his Mackenzie Sub-Arctic (entirely Athapascan).
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The latter can be distinguished from the Yukon Sub-Arctic on..cultural
grounds, as indicated above. But these two culturally distinguishable sub_-
arctic areas are not distinguishable on the basis of language family affili-
ation.

Fewer than a dozen separate Athapascan languages are spoken in the
Yukon-Mackenzie subarctic areas. Thus, Dogrib-Hare-Bear Lake are mutually
intelligible dialects of one language. A second language includes Chipewyan-
Yellowknife-Slave dialects; but mutual intelligibility is here associated with
mutual distrust, as Birket-Smith has reported--between the Chipewyan and "the
closely-related Yellowknife intercourse was in the best of cases cool." A
third language has a single name, Kutchin, though it contains even more dia-
lect groups or tribelets (eight of them according to Osgood) than any of the
sister languages. A fourth is Tanana-Han-Tutchone.

Dialects or tribal groups of a fifth language (Sekani-Beaver-Sarsi) are
remarkable, since those on the Peace River (Se}ani and Beaver) speak their
language in a subarctic culture area, while those on the Athabasca River (Sarsi)
speak a dialect of the same language in the Plains Culture Area. This is an
instance of same language in two different culture areas; it is also an instance
of two different culture areas in the same ecological area--both the Peace River
and the Athabasca River have an arctic drainage.

Besides Srsi, there are, or were, two or three other Northern Athapascan
languages which were formerly spoken just beyond the range of the subarctic
areas: Tsetsaut in the Northwest Coast Area, with Nicola--and possibly Carrier-
Chilcotin--in the Plateau area; but a recent study has demonstrated that
Carrier-Chilcotin, though still spoken, had a culture which belongs properly in
the adjacent subarctic rather than in the Plateau Culture Area (Driver, 1957,
1961).

The remaining languages of the Yukon-Mackenzie subarctic are Tahltan-
Kaska (dialects of one language according to Emmons, Osgood, and Teit) and
Tanaina-Ingalik (according to Osgood). This gives a total of about a dozen
languages for-what might well be called the Athapascan Sub-Arctic, since lin-
guistic family affiliation is essentially what serves to distinguish it from
the Eastern Sub-Arctic.

The Churchill River is a very approximate dividing line between the
Athapascan Sub-Arctic and the Eastern Sub-Arctic. The northernmost Algonquian
language is Cree, known in various groups from west to east as the Swampy Cree,
the Maskegon Cree, the Central Cree, and the Monsoni Cree--the last mentioned
being just south of James Bay--and the Tete-de-Boule Cree. But in all proba-
bility the Montagnais to the east, and the Naskapi to the north of the Montag-
nais, in Labrador, also speak dialects of Cree, though they do not share ethnic
identity with the so-called Cree. There is evidence of centuries of eastward
and northward advance of the Montagnais-Naskapi, with the Eskimo receding in
Labrador, so that the single separate language status of Cree-Montagnais-
Naskapi can be only tentatively accepted until it is tested for dialect dis-
tance. The eastward-northward advance of the Montagnais-Naskapi is matched by
the westuard advance of a group now called the Plains Cree. These still speak
a Cree dialect and thereby provide another instance of same language in two
different culture areas.
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Ojibwa -Ottaiwa-Algonkin provides an example of same language in three
different culture areaso Its center of gravity has shifted, according to
Ojibwa tradition, from north of Lake Superior and the transitional ecologi-
cal area at Height of Land (southern part of Eastern Sub-arctic) to the
Great Lakes (northern part of Prairies area), with more recent movements
represented by the Plains Ojibiwa (eastern part of Plains area). These wide-
spread Ojibwa-Ottala-Algonkin dialects are certainly one separate language.
Speakers of this language make contact with speakers of the Cree language at
western and eastern extremes--the Plains Ojibwa press upon the Plains-Cree
on the left and the so-called Algonkin tribe, speaking the Ojibiw-Ottawa-
Algonkin language, presses upon the Tete-de-Boule Cree on the right.

Iroquois languages which may once have been spoken in the Eastern Sub-
arctic moved to the Eastern Area or became extinct, and the native language
of Newfoundland, Beothuk, is certainly extinct. With the present center of
Ojibwa-Ottaua-Algonkin now in the Prairies Area, th'is leaves but one separate
language belonging mainly to the Eastern Sub-arctic, namely Cree-Montagnais-
Nasskapi o

It is tempting not to count in the subarctic any of the Eastern Algon-
quian languages spoken today, as formerly, in the peninsula between the widen-
ing mouth of the St. Lawrence and the Atlantic Ocean, including Nova Scotia.
Driver extends the subarctic into this vaguely defined peninsula southward to
a line where agriculture began; he includes in this peninsula subarctic such
tribes as the Micmac in the north and the Abnaki in the west of the peninsula,
and a few others to the south and east of these. Kroeber (1939), after
Shelford, outlines one vegetation area that would coincide roughly with the
area occupied by the Micmac and Abnaki (18), but another vegetation area that
would include the other Algonquian tribes of this indeterminate subarctic
peninsula (25).

Counting all languages spoken in all three subarctic culture areas,
including the former Iroquois, the grand total is still no more than a score
or so. This count does not include a few tribelet names which remain to be
affilihated with one or another of the separate language names given for the
Atlapascan Sub-arctic. Dialect distance testing will tell whether or not all
of these remaining tribelet names can be affiliated with some one or another
of the separate languages; if not, a given remaining dialect group will there-
by achieve the status of a separate language. This seems improbable in gen-
eral, or at least appears to be opposite to the tendency of modern accultura-
tioral times which is for dialects to merge or level out differences rather
than to become further differentiated.

Dialect geography work that has been done with Cree indicates that this
Algonquian language in the Eastern Sub-arctic is more differentiated dialecti-
cally than any single Algonquian language in the Third Tier of Culture areas
(Csee below). TLypolog1cal work with vowel subsystems in the Athapascan Sub-
arctic (in manuscript, in the Language File at Indiana University) indicates
considerable diversity of vowel types, in contrast to the single wholly sym-
metrical vowel type shared by the Apachean languages spoken in the southwest
Desert and southwest Oasis culture areas. In this sense, the genetic differ-
entiation of Athapascan languages in the southwest culture areas is about
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half as great as that of languages df the same family in the Athapascan Sub-
arctic; and typologically, the southwest branch of the family also appears
less differentiated than that of the Sub-arctic branch. All this leads to a
somewhat paradoxical set of observations about linguistic homogeneity and
heterogeneity in the Sub-arctic culture areas, taken as a whole: a paucity
of language families (two now; formerly, three or four); a plethora of dif-
ferentiated separate languages in the Athapascan Sub-arctic (more than in any
other geographic branch of the Athapascan family) but a paucity of differen-
tiated languages in the Eastern Sub-arctic (two Algonquian languages still
spoken); dialect and typological differentiation across subarctic America ex-
ceeding parallel differentiation in related languages to the south.

Third Tier of Culture Areas: Eastern, Prairies, Plains

Horizontal tiers of culture areas in North America show an increasing
number of languages still spoken in each, from the Arctic regions to the Gulf
of Mexico; and, if South America were included in this survey, it would be
possible to show that there are now--as there were at the time of Columbus--
many more American Indian languages spoken in South America than in North
America. The survey so far shows four separate languages spoken in the Arctic
Coast Culture Area. But four or five times as many separate languages are
spoken in the Sub-arctic Culture Area which, like the Arctic, extends on an
east-west axis. However, to the west of the Sub-arctic, again a greater num-
ber--about thirty separate languages--are spoken in the Northwest Coast Cul-
ture Area which extends, like far western culture areas generally, on a north-
south axis.

Twice as mnry languages as this--about sixty separate languages--were
spoken in the Third Tier Culture Areas which, as a whole, extend on an east-
west axis when viewed in historical depth as a developmental major area; but
the three subareal constituents of this major developmental area, the culture
areas of the ethnographic present--Eastern, Prairies, and Plains--each extend
on a north-south axis.

Proportionately more of the languages in the Third Tier Culture Areas--
especially in the Eastern subarea--have become extinct than in the Sub-arctic
or than in either of the Coastal areas already surveyed (Arctic Coast and
Northwest Coast). Hence, to obtain some reasonable comparability, an estimate
is made of the number of languages formerly spoken in the Eastern subarea, but
this estimate is less reliable than the count of languages still spoken in
each of the other Third Tier areas. All these languages are ascribed to the
area of their provenience; most of them are still spoken--but many are now
spoken in Oklahoma by speakers whose parents or grandparents were removed to
Indian Territory from Prairie or Eastern areas, roughly between the Great
Lakes and the Gulf of Mexico.

In surveying the languages of this major developmental area as a whole,
it is useful to keep track of the language family affiliations of the separate
languages counted. For example, it is possible to be more certain about the
number of language families in the Eastern area than the number of separate
languages formerly spoken there.
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Algonquian languages of the Eastern area included two whose speakers
may have migrated east just before the earliest contact with Europeans, from
the Central Algonquian branch centering in the Prairies--Shawnee and Delaware.
The latter was supposed from the first to have some Central Algonquian char-
acteristics, but it also includes some Eastern Algoncquian features, as phon-
emic stress; Shawnee does not. But the mobile Shawnee were nevertheless en-
countered, In early days of contact with Europeans, in many different places
in the Eastern area, as well as in the Prairie area north of the Ohio River.

Half of the Algonquian languages of the Eastern area are now extinct.
However, since more or less extensive dictionaries were compiled while these
languages were still spoken, it is possible to set up an Eastern branch of
Algonqulan. Micmac belongs to this branch, and is still spoken in Nova Scotia:
in the northermnost part of the indeterminate or intermediate region between
(1) the Sub-arctic culture--characterized by hunting economy without permanent
villages and without agriculture, and (2) the Eastern culture which character-
istically included agricultural villages organized into numerous confederacies.
But the lWabanaki Confederacy included hunting as well as village tribes. Dia-
lect distance testing is still possible among the remaining dialects from
Naine to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Of the still spoken languages which belong
unquestionably to the Eastern branch of Algonquian, we count three--Micmac,
Penobscot-Abnaki and ?lecite-Passamaquoddy; about the same number of langua-
ges formerly spoken south of Maine have become extinct.

The fourth Eastern branch Algonquian language to be counted, now ex-
tinct, was spoken by a confederacy centering on Massachusetts Bay of which
the Natick dialect is most fully recorded. This dialect was probably mutually
intelligible with the dialects of the Narragansett Confederacy villages in
Rhode Island; possibly also with dialects of the more numerous Wampanoag
Confederacy villages east of Narragansett Bay, the confederacy known to his-
tory (through its leaders, Chief Massasoit, and his son, King Philip), and to
tourists who today encounter descendants on Cape Cod (descendants of the
Saconnet who no longezr speak any Algonquian language). Finally, it is also
possible that Natick was partially intelligible with dialects of the Pennacook
Confederacy villages along the Merrimac in New Hampshire. At any rate, all of
the confederacies listed here came to an early and abrupt end in consequence
of the same general conditions: they were disrupted and dispersed by King
Philip's tiar (1675), some going north to become anonymous in the Wabaraki Con-
federacy.

A fifth Algonquian language now to be considered was spoken by many
divergent dialects (some scarcely mutually intelligible) but all derirved from
neighboring areas beyond the Eastern area. For example, this language is
represented by late comers to the coast of Connecticut (the Pequot) and to
the upper Hudson River, the latter including many villages and a few subtribes
known collectively as the Mahican or the Mohegan Confederacy. Dialects of the
fifth language were also spoken in the Wappinger Confederacy villages along
the lower Hudson River, and Manhattan Island, and in the Montauk Confederacy
which included some, but not all villages on Long Island (as Shinnecock and
Manhasset but not Canarsee and Rockaway). This fifth language is also repre-
sented by the Delaware Confederacy dialects, known by such names as Lenape,
Munsee, Unami, and Unalachtigo, and first encountered in New Jersey, Delaware,
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and Pennsylvania. Of all of the constituents of this fifth language, the Del-
aware may have been the first, in protohistoric times, to reach the east coast,
with the other dialect speakers of the Central branch of Algonquian coming
later and resuming some degree of intelligibility with the Delaware whom they
acknowledged to be their "grandfathers." (The situation may have been similar
to that among speakers from modern Slavic countries, except Bulgaria. These
speakers' understand each other more or less, though sometimes the intelligibil-
ity is non-reciprocal--i.e., one-sided, as when Russians understand Poles more
readily than Poles understand Russians.)

Dialects of the Delaware type were not at all intelligible to Shawnee, a
sixth Algonquian language. But the Shawnee, the last arrivals from the Prai-
ries or Central Algonquians, also acknowledged the Delaware to be their "'grand-
fathers," as did the Nanticoke and Conoy. Of these protohistoric migrants into
the Eastern area, only Shawnee and Delaware are still spoken.

For this kind of minimum estimate--one in which there cannot possibly
have been fewer languages spoken while there may well have been more languages
spoken than estimated here--the seventh and final Algonquian language to be
accounted for in the Eastern area is that formerly spoken in various dialects
by-the Powhatan Confederacy villages in Virginia (Pamunkey, Mattaponi, Chicka-
hominy, Nansamond, Rappahannock, Potomac). If Delaware represents a proto-
historic intrusion into the Eastern area from the Prairies, so does Powhatan,
for both show some features linking them with the Central branch of Algonquian
as well as with the Eastern branch of Algonquian--languages spoken north of the
Delaware. These northerners are presumably older inhabitants in the Eastern
area than the Delaware or Powhatan. And, interestingly enough for such an his-
torical reconstruction, the Delaware were more influenced by Iroquois culture
than was any other Algonquian group in the Eastern area; and in a parallel way,
the Powhatan were more influenced culturally by their non-Algonquian neighbors,
the Muskogeans, than were other Algonquian groups.

In contrast to the linguistic mortality rate of Algonquian languages in
the Eastern area, that of the Prairies shows all languages but one to be still
spoken (Miami-Peoria-Illinois is extinct; its many tribal or village names
correlate with some dialects known to be mutually intelligible in historical
times), Ojibwa or Chippewa (Ojibwa-Ottawa-Al.onkin-Salteaux) is still spoken
in two culture areas (Sub-arctic and Prairies), and is structurally similar to
a second separate language of the Prairies (Potawatomi), just as Fox-Sauk-
Kickapoo is similar, as a separate language, to Shawnee; the latter provides
another instance of same language in to different culture areas (Fastern and
Prairies). Menomini, spoken only in the Prairies, does not pair, in structural
resemblance, with any other language of the Central Algonquian branch. Nor
does Cree with its widespread dialects--remarkable for being spoken in three
culture areas (Prairies, Plains, Sub-arctic). In total, seven separate Algon-
quian languages were spoken in the Praairies in ethnohistoric times: Miami-
Peoria-Illinois, Ojibwa, Potawatomi, Fox-Sauk-Kickapoo, Menomini, Cree, Shawnee.

Hence, there were just about as many separate Algonquian languages spoken
in the Prairies as in the Eastern Area--about seven in each area, with some
overlapping. Only half as manry Algonquian languages were spoken in the Plains,
and all of them are still spoken: Piegan-Blood-Blackfoot, Northern-Southern
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Iheyenne, Arapaho-Atsina-Nawathinehena--not to mention again the recently
intrusive Plains Cree--and each belongs to a different branch of the Algon-
qulan family.

After Algonquian, Siouan is the most widespread language family in
the Third Tier culture areas, being represented, like Algonquian, in Eastern,
Prairies, and Plains. In terms of number of speakers and area covered, the
Siouan languages in the Plains area are the most conspicuous. Two of these
languages, Crow and Hidatsa, belong to one Siouan branch (Missouri River),
while a third language of the Plains, Mandan, belongs to another Siouan
branch (Mississippi Valley), though in culture the Mandan are more like
their village type neighbors, the Hidatsa, than they are like the Crow. The
Assiniboine speak one dialect of Dakota (also known as Sioux) which is spoken
in mnay dialects, mostly in the Plains. Dakota counts as a fourth Siouan
language, also classified in the Mississippi Valley branch. On the fringe of
Plains and Prairies areas, speakers of Iowa-Oto say they cannot understand
speakers of Winnebago in the Prairie area. As our fifth and sixth Siouan
languages, Iowa-Oto and Winnebago constitute a sub-branch within the Missis-
sippi Valley branch. The latter also includes several rather divergent dia-
lects of a seventh Siouan language called Dhegiha but better known by the
tribal rames of its speakers: Omaha-Ponca-Osage-Quapaw and the now extinct
Kansa. Though some dialects have leveled or become extinct, all seven Siouan
languages of the Plains and Prairies are still spoken.

In contrast, it seems safe to say that all Siouan languages in the
Eastern area are now extinct. The last language spoken was Catawba in the
Carolinas, but this language either represents a very distinct branch of
Siouan, or is so distantly related as not to fall raturally in the "family"
classification. The unquestionable Siouan languages in the Eastern area
belong to one branch--Ohio Valley, so named to suggest the path of migration
between the geographically separated languages, Biloxi and Ofo near the delta
region of the Mississippi River, and Tutelo in Virginia. Though substantial
records are available only for these four Siouan languages, ethnohistorical
sources suggest that there were once at least as nany different Siouan lan-
guages spoken in the Eastern area as those still spoken in the Plains and
Prairies.

The remaining languages of the Third Tier of culture areas which are
now listed are those which show family affiliation neither to the Algonquian
languages nor to the Siouan languages. These remaining languages show other
family affiliations which do not range across all three of the Third Tier
culture areas, as do Algonquian and Siouan, but which may nevertheless extend
beyond one particular Third Tier area to a neighboring area. In general,
however, the following language families tend to be distributed entirely with-
in the confines of one or another Third Tier Culture Area--in the Plains, in
the Prairies, or in the Eastern area.

Four Caddoan languages are still spoken, Caddo in one branch, and the
other three in another branch: various dialects of Wichita; the Kitsai who
are on the verge of extinction; and finally the Pawnee-Arikara, a single lan-
guage whose speakers are culturally and geographically bifurcated. Those
speaking the Arikara dialect went north to adopt the village type Northern



Plains culture of their neighbors (Mandan and Hidatsa); those speaking Pawnee
proper and Sikiri Pawnee dialects represent the so-called Middle Caddoans of
the Central Plains. The other three Caddoan languages represent the Southern
Caddoans who-se known provenience was minly in the Plains (but extended also
into Southern Texas and Louisiana), and was formerly represented by one or two
additional languages now extinct (Haina, and possibly Adai).

The Kiowa language, in the Plains east of the Pueblo country, is a diver-
gent but unnquestionable member of the Tanoan Family. But the Tonkawa language
in Central Texs has no close family affiliations, as have Wind River Shoshoni,
Ute and Comanche (Uto-Aztecan), and also Lipan, Jicariilla and Kiowa A che
(Athapaskan), entering tihe Plains from the west, and Sarsi (Athapaskan enter-
ing the Plains from the north.

Some extinct languages along the Gulf coast of Texas are known from
scanty data, as the Coahuilteco group and as Karankawa. These extinct langua-
ges were spoken in an ecological area beyond the Plains--more like the south-
east of the Eastern area. Here indeed--some extending from Texas to Louisiana--
are several other extinct languages to be counted: the Atakapa group, the
Tunican group, and Chitimacha, the Natchez.

The latter were in general spoken south of a close knit family of four
Eastern area languages known as Muskogean and consisting of Choctaw-Chicasaw
as a western branch; and Alabama-Koasati, Mikasuki-Hitchiti, and Creek
(Muskogee)-Seminole, three languages of an eastern branch. The Seminole dia-
lect, now spoken in Florida, and the Creek dialect, as spoken today in Okla-
homa, are mutually intelligible. Other languages of Florida, as Timucuan and
Calusa, are now extinct. Like the Muskogean languages, Yuchi is also still
spoken and also has its provenience in the former area of the Muskogean family;
but linguistically, Yuchi is not a member of this family.

Three languages of the Iroquois family are still spoken in the northern
or little Great Lakes part of the Eastern area, Seneca-Cayuga-Onondaga, Mohawk,
and Oneida. Huron, a fourth Iroquois language formerly spoken in much the same
part of the Eastern area, is spoken today in Oklahoma under the name of Wyan-
dot. The Tuscarora, speaking a fifth Iroquois language, left Virginia some
time after they joined the League of the Iroquois; some of the Tuscarora now
speak the language of their present-day neighbors (Seneca). Some of the
Cherokee of North and South Carolina, speaking a sixth Iroquois language, went
with Muskogean speakers to Oklahoma, there to be known as one of the Five
Civilized Tribes; other Cherokee speakers remained in their Appalachian home-
land.

Sequoya (George Guess) devised a syllabary for writing Cherokee, stimu-
lated, perhaps, by the hope that it would increase the possibility of commun-
ication among Indians; but it did not help a Cherokee speaker in understanding
any of the other Iroquois languages, or any of the several Algonquian langua-
ges also spoken in the Eastern area, or any of the equally numerous Siouan
languages, or any of the four Muskogean languages or any of the uncounted mis-
cellaneous languages then spoken. There were altogether about thirty separate
languages spoken in the Eastern area at the time of Sequoya (1770-1843). None
of these--except, perhaps, Oj ibwa--appears to have been used as a widespread
lingua franca.
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Some Siouan, Iroquois, and Algonquian speakers were bilingual in the
northern or fur trapping part of the Prairies; they used Ojibwa as a lingua
franca, as did the white fur traders. W"hen the latter went to the Menomnini
to trade for furs, for example, they were addressed in Ojibwa by Indians
whose native language was Menomini. In an historical tale transcribed by
us in modern Ojibwa, the sole survivor of a Seneca war party is sent from
the big Great Lakes (Prairies) back to the little Great Lakes (Eastern), with
a message; the message is given in Ojibwa, and the Seneca warrior is required
to repeat parts of the message, to be sure that he understands Ojibwa.

In the Plains, three or four Algonquian languages, four or five Siouan
languages, and an equal or greater number of addoan and miscellaneous lan-
guages were spoken at the time of Sequoya. Speakers of all of these could
communicate across the barrier of many separate spoken languages by using a
single sign language which varied dialectically but was still intelligible
to all who used it. Though used as a lingua franca, the sign language was
also used as an artistic or social alternate for any given spoken language.
Thus, the Arapaho, even to this day, tell folktales either in Arapaho or in
sign language, or in both--accompanying the hand talk with spoken words;
and also today, the Kiowa of Oklahoma break camp by having the men stationed
at their family tents silently hand-talking with each other while their
women pack the tents in wagons and trucks.

Work done in phylum linguistics serves to relate language families of
Third Tier Culture Areas at the earliest prehistoric times--at times when
the geographic provenience of the proto-phyla must have been quite different
from the geographic provenience of the parent languages (as listed above).
Work done in typology bears the traces (and in favorable cases, a fuller
pattern) of languages in contact from protohistoric times to the ethnographic
present, i.e. in ethnohistoric time--say the time of Sequoya--especially when
the interpretation is based on the combined information obtained from typol-
ogy (structural samenesses) and reconstructive techniques of the comparative
method, as in Bloomfield (1946). Such combined information goes back to
protohistoric times (but not to the more remote times and relationships of
phylum linguistics); and is able to describe language change and the effect
of languages in contact with each other in terms of subsystems (in phonology
and granmr) from protohistoric times to the present. But language change
from ethnohistoric time to present time, when modern linguists work with
living informants, is of quite a different order than the- culture change in
a given society from the ethnohistoric period to the time modern ethnographies
are written--contrary to the expectations of non-linguists in anthropology.
Thus, a distinguished archaeologist asked us how much the Delaware language
had changed since the Moravian missionaries recorded the Delaware language in
Pennsylvania--that is, between the ethnohistoric period and present day araly-
sis of languages. "No discernible change" is the answer, of course--so far as
one can tell from comparing the Moravian orthography with modern phonemic
transcription, or the Moravian portrayal of grammar and the modern description
of the same grammar. Both are model-directed structuralizations; but the
gramrmtical models d'iffer in that the former is or'iented semantically whi'le
the latter is oriented formally. Language change is so slow as to be scarcely
perceptible between the ethnohistoric period and today, when Delaware utteran-
ces can be tape-recorded. There is, of course, lexical change; and indeed the
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chief interest of ethnohistoric records of Delaware utterances, as those made
by the Moravians, is for their relevance to the dictiorary rather than to the
structure of the language.

Western Culture Areas: Plateau, California, Basin Desert,
Southwest Desert, Southwest Oasis

The Western Culture Areas are grouped together for convenience in stating
the distribution of language families which are not often--except in California--
confined to any particular Western Area. The geographic orientation of all five
Western Areas is on a north-south axis when viewed as a whole, including exten-
sions into Mexico of the Basin Desert Area, the Southwest Xsls Area, and the
Southwest-Desert Area. This leaves the following languages to be accounted for
here: those spoken in the Plateau and California Areas which are wholly north
of-the Mexican-United States border; and those spoken north of the border in
Southwest Oasis, and the Basin and Southwest Desert Areas.

Perhaps a score of separate languages were spoken where now about a dozen
languages are still spoken: in the Plateau Area. Six of these belong to the
Salish family: Shuswap, Lillooet, Thompson, Okanagon-Sanpoil (Nespelim)-Lake-
Colvi lle, Kalispel-Flathead-Pend d'Orei lle-Spokan, Wenatchi-Middle Columbia
(Nis5ually-Puyallup)-Coeur d'Alene. Two belong to the Sahaptin family: Nez
Perce and Northern Sahaptin, the latter better known by its tribal or dialect
names (Warmspring [Taninol-Walla 1klla-Umatilla-Palus-Skin-Yakim-Pswanwapam-
Wanapam-Klikitat-Upper Cowlitz-Upper Nisqually). The only surviving language
of the Chinookan family, Upper Chinook, is also better known as Wishram-Wasco-
Cascades-Multnomas and the now extinct Clackamas. Another sole survivor of
another language family is Molale, related to the extinct Cayuse in a family
sometimes cited as Wailatpuan. The following independent languages are also
still spoken in the Plateau Area: Kutenai , Takelma, and Klamath-Modoc.

Of the thirty-one separate languages known ethnographically in the Cali-
fornia Area, perhap-s a score or more are still spoken0 Most California lan-
guages belong to numerous little language families--except Uto-Aztecan and
Yuman; within such little families, languages are so closely related that they
have been sometimes reported as dialects of a given language rather than as
languages of a given family. Aside from languages with such language family
affiliations, the following independent languages were formerly spoken in Cali-
fornia: Yana, Coastanoan, Chimariko, Esselen, Salinan, Chumash--and some of
these languages may well have had one or two sister languages before they be-
came extinct. Within the numerous little language families, several are known
to include two or three or four languages--Yuki (Yuki and Wappo), Miwok (Coas-
tal and Sierra),v Wintun (Wintu and Patwin), Shastan (Shasta and Achumawi-
Atsugewi), Yokuts (Buena Vista, Chukchansi dialects, and Valley dialects),
Maidu (Nisenan, Valley, Foothill, Mountain); and the number of separate Pomo
languages is uncertain, since published estimates range from four to seven.
Dialects of Diegueno are spoken both in the California Area and in the Lower
California extension of the Basin Desert Area--an instance of one language in
two culture areas; most sister languages of Diegue"no are spoken in the Southwest
Oasis (Yuman family). Five Uto-Aztecan languages are still spoken in the Cali-
fornia Area; of these, three are restricted to California--Cupeno, Luise'no,
TUbatulabal--while two are additional instances of dialects of same language
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spoken in different culture areas (California and Basin Desert): Kawai.isu,
and Mono.

Seven separate languages are still spoken in the Basin Desert Area. Of
these, one is a dialect of Diegueino, also spoken in the alifornia Area. An-
other is Washo, an independent language. The remaining five languages have
their center of-gravity in the Basin Desert Area:-, Chuilla, Serrano, Southern
Palute-Chemehuevi-Ka-waiisu (spoken in California), Shoshone-Comanche (spoken
In the Plains), Gosiute-Parnamint (or Koso)-Ute-Wind River (with the last two
spoken both in the Basin and the Plains).

Southwest Desert contains one western Apachean language of the Athapaskan
family (Mescalero Apache), not to mention the extinct Karankiava, and other
Coahuiltecan languages in the Mexican extension of the Southwest Desert Area.

Southwest COsis contains fourteen separate languages. Half of these are
spoken in pueblo cultures. Two of the pueblo culture languages are independent:
Zini spoken in the Zuni pueblo, and Keres spoken in the pueblos of Acona, Lagu-
ina, Santo Domingo, San Felipe, Santa Ana, Cochiti, and Zia. Four of the pueblo
culture languages belong to the Tanoan language family: Isleta-Sandia, Taos-
Picuris, Jemez, San Juan-Santa Clara-San Ildefonso-Tesuque-Nambe-Hano; but
Kioia, spoken in the Plains, is a fifth member of the Kiowa-Tahoan family.
The final pueblo culture language, Hopi, belongs to the Uto-Aztecan language
fami ly.

Half of the languages of the Southwest COsis Areas are spoken in non-
pueblo cultures. Pim-Papago belongs to the Uto-Aztecan family. Of the re-
maining half dozen languages, three belong to the Athapaskan family (Navaho,
Chiricahua, San Carlos), or more specifically, to the western sub-branch of
the Apachean branch of this family; and three other separate languages belong
to the Yuman family (Havasupai-Walapai-Yavapai, and Mohave-Yuma, Maricopa-
Kalvelchadom-Halchidoma, and Cocopa-Kohuana-Ha lyikwana i).

Both the number of separate languages (irrespective of language families),
and the sum of language families in the Western Culture Areas exceed those in
the Northwest Coast culture area (roughly two to one), but only slightly exceed
the heterogeneity of languages and language families in the Third Tier Culture
Areas, while the Sub-arctic and the Arctic Coast culture areas (in that order)
trail all others in respect to linguistic diversity. The general heterogeneity
in Northwest coast languages is paralleled by typological homogeneity, at least
In phonological subsystems. This is not so in the case of Western Culture Area
language families in which typological and comparative method work has been
done--e.g. Uto-Aztecan and Tanoan (two families which can be shown to be remote-
ly related by methods used in phylum linguistics). Here the separate language
family status of each is pamalleled by sharply different typologies for each
family. For example, vowel systems are little differentiated in Tanoan--indeed
a single vowel type is sufficient to account for all phonemic contrasts (vowel
placement) not only in the three branches of Tanoan proper, but also in the
rather divergent Kiowa language which belongs to the same family; in the Uto-
Aztecan family, on the other hand, phonological differentiation in general is
relatively much greater, and for this family at least six vowel types are neces-
sary to account for the phonemic contrasts of the daughter languages (Voegelin,
Hale, and Voegelin, 1962).
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ENDNOTE

1. This paper was read at the 60th annual meeting of the American Anthropologi-
cal Association (Philadelphia, 1961); discussion which followed is now in-
corporated in the body of the paper. It is a pleasure to thank my discussarats
at the Meeting, and also the f ledgling editor of the Kroeber Anthropological
Society, Richard Roark, for overcoming my initial reluctance to generalize
about North American typology before the details are published.
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